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Dear Baltic University Programme Friends
It is already only a few days before Christmas and we are still busy at the
BUP Secretariat. On December 9th I was invited to a meeting at the
Swedish Prime Ministers Cabinet with the officials responsible for the EU
Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region. They stated their interest and support
for the BUP, especially due to our role as Lead Partners together with Vilnius
University for the flagship project on enhancing cooperation between universities within the region on ESD and SD. They were also concerned about the
problems that have appeared regarding financing of this project and different strategies to solve this were discussed. The next step will be a meeting
at DG Regional Policy in Brussels most likely in January 2011. There will
also be a meeting arranged in Hamburg on January 13-14 for all education flagship projects in the EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region.
Our first Board Meeting with the new board (sitting since July 2010) that
was held on December 10th went well and lots of interesting discussions took
place. Some of these will have large effects on the network and secretariat
in the future.
The next Monday on December 13th I started my first trip ever to Asia. I was
invited to participate in the ASEM Advisory Committee Meeting in Kunming, China. You can read more about this meeting in an article in this
newsletter.
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Christian Andersson
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Contributions are welcome! Please
contact the editors.

To briefly summarize the year 2010 for the BUP, it can be said that the year
was very busy and we were able to offer our network many different activities. The teachers had the possibility to participate in several different
courses and workshops on education for sustainable development as well as
in a workshop on Energy Futures and local energy solutions. The students
could choose between among other activities, two student conferences and a
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couple of summer courses, an international course on regional development as well as sailing on the
Atlantic Ocean while studying sustainable development (SAIL). Several of these activities were held in
cooperation with other partners and also in some cases with other regions. We have also had several
projects that were running during 2010. I have prepared a list of activities during 2010 for your information.
The BUP Secretariat is busy preparing all the different activities that that will be held in 2011. Next year
we will celebrate our 20th anniversary and plan to hold different activities to mark this. We are now
busy planning a Preparatory Meeting for the Rectors Conference for February 17-18th so that the
whole network can be involved in the preparations for the forthcoming Rectors Conference (12-13
October) and in the planning of our activities. This is the perfect opportunity to see what BUP can provide for your university and which role your university can play in the network and contribute with.

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!
Christine Jakobsson
Director

BUP Meetings & Conference Schedule 2011
January
26-28 BUP Centre Directors Meeting, Turku, Finland
February
17-18 BUP Rectors Pre-Conference Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden
March
16-19 European SD seminar, Minsk, Belarus
April
13-17 BUP Students conference, Rogow, Poland
May
6
BUP Board Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden
24-26 Ecoregion Project Meeting, Akershus, Norway
October
12-13 BUP Rectors Conference, Uppsala, Sweden

BUP Meetings & Conference Schedule 2010
January
20-22 Centre Directors Meeting, Ostrava, Czech Republic
26-28 EcoRegion project, Växjö, Sweden
February
23-24 Kick-off Meeting for Educational flagship projects in the EU Strategy for the BSR, Hamburg,
Germany
11
25

March
EU Baltic Sea Strategy Meeting, INTERACT, Riga, Latvia
Meeting with Blekinge University of Technology, Ronneby, Sweden
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29-30 Seminar on Education for Sustainable Development – ―Natural Resources, Ecology and the Role
of Policy makers‖, Moscow, Russia
8-9
9
12-14
13-14
14-18
15-20
28
29-30

April
BUP Pre-conference Training in Lviv, Ukraine
Meeting with Baltic 21 Education sector, Norwegian Centre for Science Education, for Ecoregion
project, Oslo, Norway
BUP Democracy seminar in Dnetropetrovsk, Ukraine
Baltic 21 Expert Group Meeting 1, Vilnius, Lithuania
BUP Students Conference, Rogow, Poland
BUP secretariat contact meetings in Ukraine
Seminar on ESD with the Black Sea Region, Stockholm, Sweden
Workshop on cooperation with the Adriatic Ionian Basin under the auspices of CBSS and the
Adriatic Ionian Initiative AII, Ancona, Italy

May
16-22 Master Classes in Sustainability Change Agentry, coop. with AtKisson, Nacka, Sweden
21
BUP Board Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden
23–28 Residential Training Workshop on Universities & ESD, Amfissa, Greece
June
1-3
Eco-Region project meeting, Næstved, Denmark
10-12 BUP Centre Directors Meeting, St. Petersburg, Russia
17
Reference Group Meeting for the Ecosystem Health and Sustainable Agriculture project, Uppsala,
Sweden
21-22 2nd Meeting for Educational flagship projects in the EU Strategy for the BSR,
Brussels, Belgium
4-25

July
Challenges of Sustainable Development, coop. with Sendzimir Foundation, Mogilany, Poland

August
24-25 Baltic 21 Education Sector Meeting, Oslo, Norway
28-16 Sept. SAIL - Sustainability Applied in International Learning, 2009, On board STS Kaliakra
September
19-21 EHSA Teacher Training Conference, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, USA
21-25 BUP Summer Course, Sustainability, River Basin Management and Climate Change, Hamburg,
Germany
October
5-7
Ecoregion Meeting, Tallinn, Estonia
6-7
International Conference, Bridges to the future – Education for SD as a challenge for the
university education reform, Riga, Latvia
13-15 Flagship project meeting and Annual Stakeholder Forum for flagship projects to the EU strategy
for the BSR, Tallinn, Estonia
17-20 BUP Energy Futures Teacher Training Workshop, Uppsala, Sweden
November
5
Executive Committee Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden
14-18 Study course on Sustainable Development, Vladimir, Russia
24-28 Students conference on EMS, Ostrava, Czech Republic
1-2
10

December
Baltic 21 Expert group meeting, Berlin, Germany
BUP Board Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden
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The BUP Student conference
Ostrava, Czech Republic 24-28 November 2010 on Environmental Management Systems, EMS
This year’s BUP fall student conference had as earlier fall conferences a specific theme and invited master level students to develop
their professionalism. This year environmental management systems, EMS, were in focus. The Technical University of Ostrava, also
the Czech BUP Centre, was the hosting institution, with Associate
Professor Alena Lobodova, specialist in the subject, as coordinator.
60 students from 12 countries took part.
The topic of EMS is well covered in the BUP master level course
published as 4 books including CDs with additional material in 2007,
and much of the conference relied on authors and expertise developed in that project. But the subject continues to develop and in
particular the social aspects, addressed by so-called Corporate Social Responsibility, CSR, aroused much interest, especially as the
ISO 26000 guidelines for CSR was released only in October. Another
aspect, which more recently has achieved much importance, is how
financers and investors ask for CSR, in short how market forces
have become a main driving force in the development towards environmentally and socially responsible business. These two topics
were covered by distance lectures from Oxford, England and Turku,
Finland respectively.
Students got a thorough background in how to introduce, manage
and develop environmental management from resource extraction,
eco-design of products to end-of-life, including auditing and certification according to the ISO standards in lectures, working groups,
and coffee table discussions. In addition we visited a brewery to see
how things were done in practice. The main author of the BUP book
on EMS, Dr Jörg Bentlage appeared on the conference although he
now is CEO of a Chicago-based company.
Students enjoyed social life by being invited to the spectacular and
ancient ―miners brotherhood‖ ceremony (mining was always very
important in Ostrava) and at the on-campus pub with dancing and
beer drinking. Most students reported that their home universities –
a total of 40 – were not doing overwhelmingly well in environmental
matters and some kind of statement from the students addressing
that is expected as a result of the conference.
Lars Rydén
Part of the teachers’ team, and former project leader of the BUP
EMS project.

You may find some presentations from the conference at the BUP
web site and also some more photos.
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5th ASEM Education Hub Advisory Committee Meeting
Kunming, China
In 1996, the leaders of twenty-five European and East Asian countries, together with the European
Commission, convened in Bangkok, Thailand, for the inaugural Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM). This historic summit paved the way for the establishment of the Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF) in 1997. ASEF
is the only physical institution of ASEM and is funded by voluntary contributions from its partner governments and shares the financing of its projects with its civil society partners across Asia and Europe. The
Asia-Europe Foundation promotes greater mutual understanding between Asia and Europe through intellectual, cultural and people-to-people exchanges. Through ASEF, civil society concerns are included
as a vital component of deliberations of the ASEM. ASEF was established in February 1997 by the participating governments of ASEM and has since implemented about 500 projects, engaging over 15,000
direct participants as well as reaching out to a much wider audience in Asia and Europe. They arrange
conferences, lecture tours, workshops, seminars and the use of web-based platforms.
The ASEM Education Hub (AEH) was established in 1998 to promote educational exchanges between
Asia and Europe. It aimed to create a network of ASEM Education Hubs, comprising of universities in
Asia and Europe that could serve as centres of excellence in different academic fields relevant to AsiaEurope relations, and were willing to receive exchange students from other hub institutions for one or
two semesters. The ASEM Education Hub (AEH) initiative aimed at fostering higher education cooperation among ASEM countries, pursuing two (2) overall objectives: - providing support to multilateral
higher education co-operation initiatives; and - acting as a facilitator for higher education dialogue
among ASEM countries through the creation of platforms for exchanges among relevant stakeholders.
As an integral part of this framework, the AEH Advisory Committee has been created to support and
spearhead the activities of the Hub. The Advisory Committee brings together leaders and high-level representatives of networks and institutions in ASEM and had their first annual meeting in 2006.
The AEH Advisory Committee is foremost considered a sounding board – its main task being to advise
the AEH-ASEF, both in practical terms (work plan) and theoretical ones (strategy). Beyond their
counseling role, Advisory Committee members are committed to contributing to AEH projects, namely
the ASEM Rectors’ Conference and the series of Asia-Europe Education Workshops, by providing expertise and facilitating cooperation with partners and relevant higher education stakeholders. The Baltic
University Programme network through the Director was elected a member in December 2009. ASEM is
extremely interested in increasing the cooperation with the Baltic Sea Region in the future.
The meeting was held on December 15-17th in Kunming, a city of approximately 7 million inhabitants
located in the province of Yunnan in southern China. At the meeting the results of the Rectors Conference and workshops that were held during 2010 were discussed. A new ASEM Rectors Conference was
already being planned for 2012 and therefore it was of interest to include experiences from the previous
ASEM Rectors Conferences (2nd) and also from the BUP’s Rectors Conferences as we have already held
2 and have started planning our third for October 2011. Also strategies for future work between the regions were discussed.
On the third day of the meeting an excursion was taken to Stone Forest, which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is located about a 2 hour drive from Kunming. This forest has been known since the Ming
Dynasty (1368-1644 A.D.) as the 'First Wonder of the World.'
It covers an area of 400 square kilometers and includes both
large and small stone forests, as well as many other scenic
spots. It is a typical example of karsts topography. Approximately 270 million years ago - during the carboniferous period of the Paleozoic era - the region was a vast expanse of
sea. Over time, the movements of the lithosphere gradually
caused a retreat of the waters and the rise of the limestone
landscape. Due to constant erosion by the elements, the area
finally developed into the present-day Stone Forest.
Text and photo: Christine Jakobsson
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The Web Page
BUP Rectors Pre-Conference Meeting
BUP teachers and contact persons are welcome to register online for this conference 17-18 February
2011 in Uppsala, Sweden. The deadline for registration is January 21st.
The BUP Pre-conference Meeting is financed by Uppsala University for our teachers/contact persons to
plan and prepare for the autumn BUP Rectors' Conference and celebration of the 20 year anniversary of
the network (planed for 12-13 October 2011 in Uppsala). See more information on the BUP website.

Annual Report 2009
The BUP Annual Report 2009 has recently been published. You may download your
own copy (pdf-file).

Conference Materials
On the website’s first page you will currently find links to conference presentations
and photos from the Students’ conference on Environmental Management System. If
you look under the heading Conference Materials you will also find presentations and
photos from earlier BUP events.

Keep yourself up to date
A way to keep up to date with the latest postings on the website is the RSS feed. An RSS feed provides
you with the latest news from the website – without you having to visit the site. Click on the little RSS
icon in the lower left corner of the BUP website’s first page and save.
To subscribe or un-subscribe to this newsletter please contact the editors.
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